


Is the evolution of our iconic 
Appartamento espresso machine with a 
modern aesthetic and features that take 
the Appartamento up a gear.

The newly developed machine functions 
and improvements deliver an even 
better coffee experience in the home, 
raising the benchmark for performance 
in this category of premium domestic 
espresso machines.



MAIN FEATURES

System with heat exchanger Wider drip tray

Boiler capacity: 1.8 litres New porta filter

Boiler covering for energy saving Dimensions 270W × 448D × 358H mm

Vibration pump Weight: 22 Kg

Water tank capacity: 2.5 litres Installed power: 1350 W

Tank reserve sensor



NEW DESIGN 

Rounded sides: They have given a whole new 
aesthetic to this perspective of the machine.  
The smooth curves draw the eye in, and a new 
vertical orientation for the Rocket logo

Focus on the holes: The distinctive circles on 
the machine sides have been accentuated with 
a debossing treatment, giving them a three-
dimensional quality



A small “Easter egg” tucked away in the cup 
warmer area: we’ll be delighted to see who 
manages to find it!

The brewing group: A dynamic, purposeful shape, 
with a distinctive look.  
The purposeful design conveys strength, reliability 
and precision: these three features are the very 
essence of the Appartamento TCA model



NEW TECHNOLOGY 

 • Stand-by (energy saving) function  
(OFF or after 30 minutes, default 30 minutes)

 • Boiler pressure adjustment  
(from 0.9 to 1.2 bar in 0.1 bar increments, 
default 1 bar)

There’s much more to the new Appartamento 
TCA by Rocket than design, however. 
Developments in electronics have allowed us to 
introduce a new series of features and functions 
that guarantee an outstanding cup of coffee.



MACHINE VERSION
AVAILABLE

Machine body 
Shiny steel

Rear strip 
White

Circles 
White

Lettering 
Shiny steel

Machine body 
Shiny steel

Rear strip 
Copper

Circles 
Copper

Lettering 
Black (glossy)

Machine body 
Shiny steel

Rear strip 
Black

Circles 
Black

Lettering 
Shiny steel

Machine body 
Black

Rear strip 
Copper

Circles 
Copper

Lettering 
Black (glossy)

Machine body 
Black

Rear strip 
Black

Circles 
Black

Lettering 
Shiny steel
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